VISIT TO A FUN FAIR
Last Sunday I visited a fun-fair with my friend Nandu. It was held on Nehru Maidan in my city. There were long queues
at the ticket-window. We bought tickets.

By using this site, you agree to its use of cookies. In the split second Mother had turned her back on my baby
sister to aid her other child, she had completely vanished. It is marked by relatively less shops and more fun
activities. As we hurried over the expanse of uneven ground towards it, it appeared to me like it was an island
Essay on Visit to a Fun Fair â€” Essay 5 words Introduction A fair is a large or small gathering of people,
hawkers, vendors and others for commercial and entertainment purposes. Book Fair â€” Purpose and
Significance A Book Fair is organized by group of publishers and dealers in order to promote books and
improving sales. After going through these fair essay, you will get an in depth knowledge of the different
types of fairs, their purpose and significance, how much entertaining, knowledgeable and fun a fair could be,
especially for the children. They are only allowed three rides and one food stall selling one food. There were
small temporary shops. Trade fairs are meant for selling unique artifacts, crafts, jewellery, furniture, carpets
and other products. The worship lasts for nine days. Visit to a City Fair A typical city fair is usually held in an
open field inside the city. The area of the fair could be seen marked with colorful tents meant for various fun
activities like Magic Shows, Circus, Stunts and movies etc. The shopkeepers sold cloth, sane, toys, sweats,
pots and pans and many other useful articles. As soon as we went there, I stood to take the entrance tickets but
there was a long queue. The fair ground was crowded with people. It is one of the most important events in
most villages as they have very limited modes of entertainment and these fairs play important role in their
lives both socially and religiously. The rider experiences a tire driven launch every time he passes the station
and you usually get 5 laps per ride. The field chosen for the fair could be small or big, depending on its
availability and also on the size of the fair. The magicians were showing their tricks. The thing was also
awfully expensive for what it is one ride was 4 euro. A typical Indian village fair is dominated with the
fragrance of different sweets, being freshly made by the vendors. In some countries they may not have ever
been to a funfair so if you can show them actual photos of candy floss, corn dogs and toffee apples they can
say whether they have similar foods in their country. In modern times, book fairs have transformed into
cultural and educational events, with various activities in order to keep the visitors engaged. Conclusion A fun
fair provides a great fun activity to the children, young as well as the elderly. The fragrance of sweet and local
delicacies as well as other desserts and food items dominate the air. A below-average fair that concluded my
coaster riding for this calendar year. So there was a lot of crowd.

